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Impact of cyclones – what?

- strong damaging surface winds
- extended heavy precipitation
- hail, thunderstorm...

... damage, fatalities, floods, landslides, storm surge, economic losses
Impact of cyclones – where and when?
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Impact of cyclones – associated features

- warm conveyor belt (WCB)
- cold conveyor belt (CCB)
- dry air intrusion (DAI)
- sting jets (SJ)
- fronts
- convection
Warm conveyor belts (WCBs)
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Extreme large-scale wind and precipitation

Case study: 21-23 October 2007 Mediterranean cyclone
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Case study - summary

- Large-scale and persistent non-convective precipitation associated with WCB trajectories
- Large-scale high gust associated with CCB and instability
- At the cold front environment – shallow convection and destabilization by a DAI – important for co-location of strong wind and precipitation
- Strong wind and precipitation are otherwise separated
Dry air intrusions – Lagrangian definition

- ERA Interim
- LAGRANTO (Sprenger and Wernli 2015, *Geosci. Model Dev.*)
- Start forward trajectories every 6 h, 80 km, above 600-hPa level
Dry air intrusions – Lagrangian definition
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Dry air intrusions – outlook

- How do DAIs interact with cyclones?
- What is the origin of DAIs?
- What initiates DAIs?
- What is the impact of DAIs on extreme weather at the surface?
Thank you!